
TWENTIETH SUNDAY IN ORDINARY TIME  —  C

READING I Jer 38:4-6, 8-10 
READING II Heb 12:1-3 
GOSPEL Lk 12:49-53

The Hebrew Testament
  A biographer, quite likely a court official, has left a vivid account of Jeremiah's ordeal during 
the siege of Jerusalem. This author shows what it really means to be a prophet. He connects 
the pain and frustration of the messenger with the proclamation of God's message.

  Jer 38:1-3 mentions the conspiracy of certain princes to convict Jeremiah of treason for 
preaching that the city would fall, and that deserters would be spared. The weakling king, 
Zedekiah, agreed to the charges that Jeremiah had demoralized the soldiers and expressed 
no interest in the public welfare. As a result, the prophet was removed from confinement in the 
court of the guard and thrown into a muddy cistern, a place of slow death for one guilty of 
treason. The king then vacillates and demonstrates his weakness by changing his decision 
and granting Ebed-melech's request to release the prisoner. The prophet's harassment 
symbolizes the fate of messengers who cling to God's Word in the hour of decision.

The Hebrew Scripture
  The author of Hebrews urges his audience to accept suffering as the work of a loving father. 
They must first cast off any obstacles that may hinder them from living a Christian life. Jesus' 
own experience is to inspire and sustain them. He endured the ignominy of the cross by 
focusing on its victorious outcome: His exaltation at God's right hand. Jesus' constancy in 
coping with sinful antagonists should help them overcome their reluctance and hesitancy.

The Gospel
  Luke presents Jesus as the focus of decision. He describes his mission in terms of fire. Jesus
has come to separate the true from the false, using fire as a purifying agent (see Mal 3:4). His 
fire will provoke a decision: In one case, acceptance of his person and message; In another, 
rejection of his person and message. Jesus' own death goes hand in hand with the fire image. 
For the third time he speaks of his passion (see 9:22, 44). Water symbolizes anguish and 
frustration (see Ps 40:3; 69:2), and baptism relates to his death (see Mk 10:38-39). Jesus, 
however, cannot hold back his desire for the "baptism" to take place since it will release the 
Spirit and complete the purifying process (see Acts 15:9-10).

  As anticipated in Simeon's prophecy (see Lk 2:34-35), Jesus' message will result in division: 
A decision for or against God. The Christ event (see Lk 22:69) will divide households. Here, 
both Matthew (10:35-36) and Luke rely on the prophet Micah's (7:6) description of family 
turmoil. Whereas Matthew has only the contempt of the younger generation, Luke makes both 



older and younger generations responsible, but places the older first. The message provokes a
decision.

The Thought 
  The messenger must become the message. We accept Jesus' message to love everyone, yet
we tend to exclude. We acknowledge Jesus' message of fidelity in marriage, yet we are 
tempted to compromise. We accept Jesus' message about justice for all, yet we attempt 
peaceful coexistence with injustice. Nevertheless, the messenger must become the message.

  Jeremiah's person and Jeremiah's message overlapped. Though he wished it otherwise, he 
preached that the end of Jerusalem had to come inexorably. Logically, the prophet's enemies 
realized that to kill the message, they had to kill the messenger. For Jeremiah, however, God 
would brook no compromise. The mud in the cistern was proof enough that the messenger 
must become the message.

  Jesus' person and Jesus' message overlapped. Though it touched him deeply, he preached 
that the undivided household was the uncommitted household. He insisted that one could not 
have it both ways. One is either for the kingdom or against the kingdom. Logically, his enemies
believed that to kill the messenger was to kill the message. Paradoxically, the death of the 
messenger ensured the ongoing life of the message. The cross on the hill was proof enough 
that the messenger must become the message.

  God chooses husband and wife as the messengers of his love for the Church. A hateful 
relationship leads to compromise and shows that the messengers have not yet become the 
message. God calls parents to bring his Word to their children. Prioritizing day-to-day, secular 
activities above nurturing their understanding of the Word, demonstrates that the messengers 
have not yet become the message. God commissions all of us as his messengers of the 
human dignity of each person. But our gossip and backbiting shows that the messengers have 
not yet become the message.

  Eucharist dwells on Jesus' uncompromising attitude towards service. Eucharist conjures up 
his unswerving conviction about dedication to a cause. Eucharist insists that this messenger 
did become the message. Eucharist sees in the bread and the wine the nourishment for 
messengers and their challenge. Namely, the messenger must become the message.


